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Introduction
Antimicrobial resistance (AMR) is a major humanitarian and global threat.1 Antimicrobials deliver extensive value in reducing global burden of 
infection2 and in enabling healthcare.3 As the centenary of Fleming’s discovery approaches,4 we must focus holistically to learn from history. 
We therefore approached this with a narrative exploration of beta-lactam development and policy through the lens of resistance evolution.
The study of resistance evolution focuses on proximate causes under controlled conditions. Conversely, the association between resistance 
evolution and policy is poorly understood.
A focus on beta-lactam antibiotics was taken, given their clear development timeline and continuous molecular refinement to meet arising 
clinical and microbiological needs.

Footnotes
a. National Research and Development Corporation
b. Extended Spectrum Beta-lactamases
c. Metallo Beta-lactamases
d. Antimicrobial Stewardship
e. Beta-lactam/Beta-lactamase inhibitor combination
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§ Key events in the resistance evolution timeline have been used to illustrate key learning points from the past 
§ Knowledge and solutions now exist but global policy lags behind in implementation of an AMS focussed agenda
§ There is a strong case for evolutionary microbiology theory to be integrated with policy, industrial decision-making and forecasting for appropriate use and future 

development
§ An AMS focus across all organisational levels and relevant stakeholders is necessary to mitigate the grave threat of AMR. 

Discussion

§ A reference timeline of beta-lactam development, initial clinical use and first encounter of resistance was constructed through extensive 
literature and repository searches. This was illustrated through the use of MiroboardTM to aid structure and understanding;

§ Key events within this timeline were explored in depth with case study examples; the influence of each was explored in terms of subsequent 
resistance evolution. The timeline was reviewed to the present day, with the below timeline iterating the most relevant case studies. 

Methods

§ Undertake an ontological appraisal of beta-lactam development, clinical use and associated resistance;
§ Illustrate key timelines in resistance evolution with case study examples;
§ Provide a historical basis for future projected recommendations that can mitigate resistance evolution.
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1964-1989

Cephalosporin clinical development and use 
Annual revenues of $1 billion by 19846

Up to 70% of all antibiotic use in Europe7

ESBLb first clinical emergence in 19838 
Now a common hospital-acquired infection9

Depleted portfolio and reliance on individual agents
Few novel antimicrobials in the pipeline17

 Increased reliance on fewer antimicrobials. 
A global shortage of Piperacillin tazobactam and 

associated increased carbapenem use18 

Poorly stewarded use of BL/BLIe
Co-amoxiclav introduced in 198112

Able to resolve areas of unmet need including for 
penicillin-resistant S.aureus13  

Poorly stewarded use led to resistance14 

Surveillance registers and the AMSd era
Long term AMR surveillance introduced15 

AMS emerges16

MBLc resistance prior to use of carbapenems  
Resistance gene BcII in B. cereus, 196610 CCrA 

was observed in B. fragilis, 198011

Imipenem entered clinical use, 1986
 

NRDCa incentivisation of development
All NRDC licensees to share findings on 

antimicrobials5

Excessive production and non-diversified R&D

Incentives for development to be based on 
current and future unmet needs employing 
a holistic de-linked, value-based approach

Incorporate resistance evolution modelling 
within clinical and pre-clinical development. 

Disseminate information with clarity to inform 
future use. 

Policy and valuations of antimicrobials to 
reflect AMS needs

Recognised societal value of antimicrobial 
management in enablement of healthcare

Clear communication of resistance 
discovery across sectors and time to inform 

appropriate use and stewardship 

Establish optimal AMSd approaches for all 
antimicrobials, per pathogen

AMS accreditation and harmonisation
Respect need for antimicrobial diversity

Diversification of portfolio and pipeline.
Mitigate reliance on single agents.

Reward and incentivise AMS. 
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